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The INTARG® EKO was born out of the ecological sector that has been developing over the years as a part 

of the International trade fair for Inventions and Innovation - INTARG®. By 2023, the fair have earned its own 

place in the trade fair calendar. It is an evolution that has led to the creation of INTARG EKO as a response 

to the needs of ecological transformation and achievement of climate neutrality, including prevention from: 

global warming, earth's climate change, deterioration of the quality of life and diseases of civilization, 

the degradation of our planet. 
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IN THE INTARG® EKO 2024 PROGRAM:  

EXHIBITION STANDS
presenting environmentally friendly 
o�ers from various sectors and industries

CONFERENCES AND DISCUSSION 
PANELS  
under the auspices of the Polish 
Chamber of Ecology

INTERNATIONAL B2B TALKS  
International Matchmaking Event, 
networking cocktail

COMPETITION FOR THE BEST 
ECOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS  
with prestigious awards

FINAL GALA  
with presentation of top prizes 

VARIOUS ARTISTIC PROGRAM 
and other accompanying 
attractions

 INTARG® EKO 2024 VISITORS 

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND AUTHORITIES
INTARG® EKO is an excellent opportunity for local authorities to learn about innovative solutions in the �eld of sustainable development. 
They will �nd inspiration and ready-made solutions that can be implemented at the local level, e.g. in the �eld of waste management, 
public transport or green spaces.

ENTERPRISES 
Companies, whether already involved in environmental activities or just starting out on their green journey, can gain new knowledge 
and ideas for sustainable business practices at the environmental fair. They can also establish contacts with suppliers of green raw 
materials, technology or cooperation partners.

CONSUMERS 
At the fair, people interested in sustainable lifestyles can learn about the variety of green products and services they can incorporate into 
their daily lives. They can learn about the bene�ts of green choices and how to take care of the environment in their daily activities.



Branches of INTARG® EKO 2024 

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Manufacturers of energy from renewable sources such as solar, wind, hybrid, 
and geothermal, as well as equipment and technologies related to the production and 
storage of renewable energy.

RECYCLING AND PROCESSING WASTE
Companies engaged in the collection, processing, and recycling of materials, 
such as paper, plastic, glass, metals, and electronics.

SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLES
Manufacturers of recycled or organic clothing and textile products organic materials, 
as well as companies o�ering eco-friendly products for the home, such as organic 
cleaning products, natural cosmetics, etc.

FOOD INDUSTRY
Manufacturers of organic food, as well as companies operating in the area of its 
processing and technologies to improve production e�ciency, as well as methods 
to prevent food waste, and methods of preventing food waste.

ECOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGIES
Innovative companies developing technologies aimed at reducing CO2 emissions, 
emissions, improving energy e�ciency, saving energy, and protecting 
the environment. Companies involved in air quality monitoring, water puri�cation 
technologies water puri�cation technologies or the application of arti�cial 
intelligence in environmental protection.

TRANSPORTATION AND MOBILITY
Companies producing electric and hybrid vehicles, suppliers of transportation systems 
based on renewable energy and transportation systems based on renewable energy, 
or technologies related to car-sharing and urban bicycles.

CONSTRUCTION
Companies o�ering solutions in the �eld of energy-e�cient construction, green 
materials, and technologies related to ecological materials and technologies related to 
improving energy e�ciency buildings.

ECOTOURISM
Tourist agencies and lodging establishments promoting environmentally friendly tourism 
and promoting nature.

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS AND 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Environmental organizations, foundations, associations, universities, and institutes 
present their initiatives, educational campaigns, and projects related to environmental 
protection. environmental protection.

CONSULTING AND CERTIFICATION
Companies helping other businesses implement sustainable business practices, obtain 
environmental certi�cation, and monitor their environmental impact on 
the environment.
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Katowice, as the capital of the Metropolitan Association of Upper Silesia is the ideal location for an event that will bring together entrepreneurs, 
representatives of industry and local governments open to the implementation of environmentally friendly solutions. It is here that climatic and 
ecological phenomena are of exceptional importance. The region, which has recently undergone an incredible transformation from 
an industrial hub to an environmentally friendly place, is an inspiring example of how sustainable development can shape the future. All the 
while, the region is a serious recipient of environmentally friendly solutions that create the conditions for environmentally sustainable industrial 
development.

Thanks to the region's excellent national and international communication, we are opening our doors to participants from all corners of 
the country and the globe, so that together we can create a global platform for the exchange of knowledge, experience and innovative ideas.
 
The upcoming INTARG® EKO Eco Fair will focus on sustainable technologies that are bringing revolutionary changes to various sectors of 
industry and everyday life. Industry representatives will have the opportunity to learn about the latest technological developments that can 
transform the way we do business. 
 
We believe that environmental protection is a common goal that transcends regional and national boundaries. The INTARG® EKO 
Environmental Fair takes a global view, linking local initiatives to global challenges.

Contact regarding fair participation:

EUROBUSINESS-HALLER®
tel. +48 690 096 224
e-mail: p.cecot@haller.pl

Why KATOWICE?

Katowice
Kraków


